TOUGH BY NAME. TOUGH BY NATURE.

INTRODUCING TOUGH TRACKER
The only bullet-proof
tracking device on
the market.

Millions of pounds of machinery, equipment
and other valuable assets are being stolen from
UK businesses every year. At Tough Tracker
we believe that this needs to stop, and that’s
why we developed the first bullet-proof asset
tracking device in the world. With its industrial
strength shell to deter against theft and a GPS
satellite positioning system that allows you to
track all your assets 24/7, Tough Tracker gives
you total confidence that your assets are
being protected.

WHY TOUGH TRACKER?
Bullet proof tracking

Anti-tamper system

Our patented, industrial strength design deters against
theft. Tough Tracker is the only tracking device with a
radio-comms translucent steel casing, making it extremely
difficult to tamper with.

Impact and anti-tamper alerts notify you in case of
attempted removal. Tough Tracker can withstand multiple
hits from a sledgehammer, but even if someone does
attempt this, you’ll be notified.

24/7 tracking

Long lasting battery

Tough Tracker allows you to keep track of your assets via
a simple map based interface. Multiple assets can be easily
tracked and managed around the clock.

Depending on how often you set device location alerts,
Tough Tracker has a battery life of up to 10 years and does
not require an external power source.

Geo-fencing alerts

Complete Convenience

Geo-Fencing Alerts: Receive SMS notifications when
an asset is moved or stolen. Geo-fencing allows you to
manage all your assets smartly and securely

Tough Tracker is easy to install and you can manage all
of your assets 24/7 on desktop, tablet or mobile via our
simple, cloud interface.

TRACKING MADE SIMPLE
Once each of your valuable assets are secured with a Tough Tracker device,
you can track them via your personal dashboard. Asset positions are
displayed on a simple, map based interface that allows you to track and
manage multiple assets at the same time. You can even assign each asset
with its own personalised ID.

ALERTS ON THE GO
Manage your assets by setting geo-fence alerts, making sure you always
know the whereabouts of all your assets. As soon as an asset is moved
without your consent, you’ll be sent an alert by SMS.

SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS: 180mm x 170mm x 70mm
WEIGHT: 2.29 kg including back plate
ACTIVE COMPONENTS:
GPS - 16 channel, GPS L1/GLONASS
Communications - Dual-Band UMTS/HSPA+ 900/2100MHz
		
Quad-Band GSM/GPRS/EDGE 850/900/1800/1900MHz
Accelerometer - Low power, low noise , three-axis, 10 bit resolution, 800Hz
CASING: Armored composite polymer case with integral steel shielded
battery compartment. Stainless steel back plate for mounting on assets.
POWER: Ultra high capacity Lithium metal battery technology. Average
battery life of 5-10 years under normal conditions.
CERTIFICATION: CE/FCC
ENVIRONMENTAL: IP67 ingress protection

www.toughtracker.com

